
Keeping students safe online is no longer a straightforward task. As technology gets more 
sophisticated, so do the ways in which it can cause harm to students. This means you need 
protection capabilities that can overcome scalability limitations, bandwidth bottlenecks and SSL 
filtering problems. 

You’re tasked with providing web filtering and online student safety solutions, which means you 
need a solution to meet your technical requirements, that’s simple and cost effective to deploy and 
manage.

Securly Filter is a cloud-based student safety solution which helps schools meet their safeguarding 
duties. At its heart is a web filter that ensures compliance for all devices in all locations, an AI 
engine which analyses all internet activity for student safety issues and a delegated reporting 
system which provides simple customisable filtering and safety reports and instant alerts directly to 
Designated Safety Leads (DSLs) and teaching staff.

Features and benefits:

For Network Managers

Sign up for a free, no-obligation trial today at
securly.com/free-trial

Safety that goes 
beyond filtering
Unifying compliance and safeguarding 
in one simple-to-operate cloud platform

Cloud-based – which means there’s no hidden hardware costs and it’s simple to deploy 
Integrates with existing directory services - making implementation quicker and easier
Eliminates filtering bottlenecks even in heavy use SSL environments 
Provides a single central solution for multi-site environments
Supports all devices – including Chromebooks both in and out of school
Complies with UK e-safety and counter terrorism legislation – giving you complete 
confidence 
Not just keyword-based – AI and sentiment analysis detects more threats than any other 
solution on the market
Tailored reporting leads to accurate results and reduces false positives – saving your busy 
staff time



Sign up for a free, no-obligation trial today.
securly.com

sales@securly.com
0141 343 8322

Reduced hardware implementation and support costs
With Securly there’s no need to buy or maintain hardware, no need to deploy security patches or 
software updates. Our team install, configure and support the solution, leaving your IT team free to 
provide the services you want them to.
 
Unlimited scalability
Cloud deployment provides scaleability from the smallest school to the largest authority. No matter 
how much bandwidth you deploy, how much SSL traffic you generate or how many users and 
devices you have, we scale the platform to perform. You can say goodbye to appliances and load 
balancers, as well as annual bandwidth upgrades.

Any device, any user, anywhere
In school, at home, or in between. Using Chrome-OS, Windows, MAC, iOS, Android, your staff, 
students and guests can operate safely anywhere. 
 
Greater cost efficiency and simplified administration
Managing and maintaining disparate point solutions is costly and adds complexity. By consolidating 
web filtering and student safety needs into a single cloud solution, ongoing costs are reduced.
 
Unlimited data retention and reporting in seconds
There are times when you need to follow a trend of behaviour for a student as you investigate their 
online activity. If you need the data, you’ll always have it, without running user-audit reports that are 
limited and time consuming.

Delegated access
Securly provides a delegated admin and reporting solution, which distributes the overhead and 
benefit of administration directly to the right person at the right time. The IT team maintains control 
of the technical configuration of the system, and delegates access to reporting and alerting to the 
appropriate people in each location.

Roger, IT Technical Director
Wheatley Park School, Holton, Oxford

“Securly has simplified my role completely – I can log into the management 
console from anywhere and from there I can look up a report, find 
information on any user, or modify access requests. It’s effortless compared 
to other solutions.”


